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Software Update OS 1.15
AiRBase99  -  Installation-Instructions

Before you install the update
please take yourself some time and read the following carefully. 

When the update is installed, we recomend for making sure proper function, to reset the unit. It does not have to 
be done nessecarily, but if some srange effects might appear with the new software, you should better make a 
reset. 
Before you reset, please be aware, that all kits and instruments that have been programmed by the user, will be 
overwritten. If you want to use your self-programmed kits and sounds after installing the update, please do not 

forget to save the entire internal sound-data before the update via Midi-Dump. How to do 
this is described in the user-manual on page 22/23.

To install the update  

1.  Place your AirBase99 on a flat and clean surface. Switch off the machine and pull out the powercable. 

2.  Remove the 8 screws from the top of the cabinet. 

3.  Remove the top lid

4. Localize the two same-sized EPROM-Chips. They are labeled R1.00L and R1.00H. they are located above    
      each other at the bottom left area of the mainboard. 

5. Remove the two chips with the help of a flat screwdriver. Push the screwdriver carefully under the chips        
     alternately from both sides, and lift the chips out. 
     To prevent electrostatic damages on the board, discharge yourself by touching a grounded object (e.g. a          
     watertube) bevor you touch  the chips or parts inside the machine. 

6.  Remove the old chips by the new ones
     IMPORTAND: make sure that all ‘legs’ of the chips are in their position in the socket and that the notch of    
    the cips have the same direction like the ones in the socket. 
     Never bend the legs under the chips. 

7.  Fix the top lid with the 8 screws. 

8.  Reset the machine.
     Make sure if you want to keep your Sounds and Kits, you have to make a midi-dump into your 
     computer /sequencer before swapping the chips.
     To reset the unit, please keep Master-, Edit- and Play/Midi- Buttons pushed while you power up the machine.
     After some seconds, the reset is complete and your AiRBase09 is ready to work in the usual way. 
     
     If not, please switch power off immediately to prevent serious damages and check your work again.
     If you cannot solve the problem, and contact us by sending an email to  info@JoMoX.de  or contact your  
     local dealer/distributor.    
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